HANDBILLS OF PGI NURSES WELFARE ASSOCIATION AS CIRCULATED ON MAY 5TH 2003

LONG LIVE PGI NURSES WELFARE ASSOCIATION
LET ALL THE NURSES AND PEOPLE IN GENERAL KNOW

That, the working nurses of the Nehru Hospital, PGI have ever worked with missionary zeal and dedication at the all norms set up by great lady Florence Nightingale. Nurses have been created for serving the sufferers and destitute. The PGI Nurses Welfare Association have always tried its best to inculcate more and more devotion and spirits in the nurses regarding their duty and service towards the patients and hence to add to the prestige of PGI.

BUT

There are some black sheep among the cadre of the nurses who don’t want to work hence are keen to defame this illustrious cadre. In fact, the PGI administration itself doesn’t want to get work from them. Out of total 289 sister grade-I cadre, 85 have been made not to work (care the patients) by the PGI administration and out of these 85, 65 never worked/ performed their duty which is assigned to them by virtue of being in the cadre of nursing sister grade-I. They only want to prowl upon their juniors creating anarchy among the working nurses. They want to shift their own work upon the shoulders of their juniors and want to become free launderers roaming about in the Nehru Hospital threatening and grilling the junior cadre nurses.

LET WE THINK

Can in education department a freshly appointed teacher and a teacher working for 20 years perform separate type of duties? No, they both have to teach the students. Senior teacher has no authority to grill/supervise the work of junior teacher unless he is promoted to next higher cadre of Headmaster.

Can a constable in police deptt. Exercise supervisory duty over other constable. No, a head constable who is a next senior grade person can exercise this duty.
What to say of these above mentioned two departments, in every department the persons of same cadre have to perform same and similar type of duties. **THEN WHY NURSING SISTER GRADE-I OF PGI IS AN EXCEPTION?**

**LET WE TELL THEM**

That their Hegemonistic approach has no future now. They have to work as \((289-85)=204\) nurses of their cadre (who have been promoted on the same date too) are working. If they want to nurse their ego of snubbing, threatening, grilling their juniors, they can demand from PGI administration another senior cadre with higher pay scales and say it supervisory nursing cadre, we will support them provide if all the nurses are entitled to fill the posts of the senior cadre by turn of their seniority.

**LET THE ADMINISTRATION KNOW**

That, the indiscrimination will not go on. For proper working, for serving the toiling masses, for providing better patient care, for keeping the Institution’s prestige high, the administration do not need stooges or idle people, it needs work culture and that can only be resorted to by hard working public servants. Therefore the administration must desist from calling and talking for the compromises on the cost of work with the so-called representative (who had actually been shown the way out in the last general elections of the Association and will face the same in future too) of these idle and unscrupulous people. THERE SHALL BE ORDERS ONLY TO MAKE THESE PEOPLE WORK.

**LET THE TRUTH SPEAK**

In case, the PGI administration is keen to pat these idols, give up before their hollow war cries, set to diminish the standards of work in PGI, set to tarnish the glorious image of PGI, **WE WILL GO TO MASSES, WE WILL GO TO PRESS, WE WILL GO TO PATIENTS AND SEEK JUSTICE.**
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